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Did you learn something today that will change your 

practice?

• Be more curious on the different practices

• Yes I do

• Much appreciated and will do accordingly

• Yes, think more about the way we could overcome our challenges in practice and prioritise the needs of the baby

• Yes, very goo information to take forward into practice

• Different ventilation modes and lung mechanics

• Yes

• Yes-thermoregulation

• The importance of the new passport, more likely to fill it in.

• Definitely will try and encourage my local team to use inline suction more appropriately after these talks. I knew the impact of recruiting alveoli but the way it was explained 

really highlighted the physiological importance, thank you. Such a small practice change can make a huge difference

• Yes built confidence with using vent settings

• It was great to know more knowledge behind the theory

• I’ve learned a lot today and am glad that I booked this study day. It is of great help and a great refresher of what we do and will apply it in our everyday NICU work

• Lots learnt and will take back to practice

• This is the first time I’ve done a session on ventilation or anything related to it, so it was all new to me, really enjoyed the learning

• Yes I now have a much better understanding of PPHN

• Having in depth knowledge and understanding of the pathology and mechanisms of these conditions especially with PPHN and RDS, will certainly help me in my practice

• The importance of thermoregulation and DCC

• How caffeine helps more than just apnoea

• There was a lot of information shared but a few things that study out-Importance of thermoregulation and ensuring that this is communicated within the team, loved 

listening to principles of lung mechanics and mechanical ventilation. As knowledge of the function and how equipment works and its positive or negative can influence and 

five better insight into practice

• I thought this was an excellent study day. The ventilation settings discussion was extremely useful

• How to manage a preterm baby in terms of ventilation

• In particular the more in depth knowledge about ventilation, PPHN and nitric will support my practice moving forwards

• Yes



Is there any other feedback that you can give us which can improve the 

sessions of this day?

• All excellent speakers and organiser

• None

• Was perfect

• Please could there be more to do with the ventilator, how to recognise a baby in need for ventilation etc

• Thank you so much. Lots of information which I found very useful and interesting. The study day was run very smoothly so thank you Teresa

• Surfactant talk was too rushed

• None. Interesting topic and good presentation

• Video demonstration on ventilator and different settings.

• No very well set out an d brilliant and informative day

• I genuinely think that it needs to be longer, I know that’s really hard to do but the talks were so excellent that I almost felt robbed when they were over! Really interesting, 

definitely going to take this new knowledge (alongside a bit of research) into practice

• The thermoregulation session was quite repetitive and quite a long session others needed more time

• No

• Well done to the team and speakers

• Excellent day

• I found it hard to concentrate on the last session after all the content shared in the day, but overall it was really good

• Great study day, thank you

• It was a very good study day, full of new and old information that will be very helpful in my practice

• Please include more time for mechanical ventilation if possible

• Some crossover in sessions but Nitric session was brilliant but could have been a stand alone study day as lots of information

• I thought the content was delivered at an appropriate level, previously I have found ventilation study sessions to be pitched more towards medics. This was an excellent day 

and I feel more confident now.

• No

• Loved the sessions on mechanical ventilation and lung mechanisms. PPHN presentation was really good, just difficult to follow the speaker at times but appreciate it’s not 

easy to present

• PPHN


